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language and culture, many of which we will never under-
tand. However, in contrast to images on stone where there

i a certain degree of pre ervation, tattoo , in general, do
not pre erve. A Allen points out, the infonnation gleamed
from explorers' journals and notes are tantalizing and brief.
A drawing may have been done on location or years after
ward and the artist's skills and training may al 0 be in ques
tion. Motif: were copied repeatedly and often changed, thus
the original design was perhap altered in order to sell a
publication. Take for example Figure 6, page 10 with the
caption: "A Young Women of Otaheite, Bringing a Present.
Tahitian taumi or gorget, in an engraving after John Web
ber, c 1777. Emory likens the shape of the gorget to the
shape of the tattoo motif: they ob erved in Hawai'i. From
Cook and King, 1784. Kahn collection, Hawai'i tate Ar
chives." In this engraving, the young women' right breast
is exposed but both breasts are covered in the original draw
ing. (see Barrow 1979).

The book is organized into two ba ic section ancient
and contemporary tattoo practice . The fir t and major sec
tion (123 page ), "The Ancient Tattoo," deals with infonna
tion gleamed from publi hed and unpubli hed sources.
Three ection follow: "Contemporary Tattoo," "The Tat
tooists," and "Choo ing a Tattoo." Ample illu trations are
found throughout. The contemporary tattoo section con i ts
of a eries of photo of mostly Hawaiians with their Polyne-
ian motif: di played and with a short personal biography.

The majority cho e personal motifs that connect them with
the pa t.

Although Hawaiian tattooing practices cea ed by the
mid-nineteenth century, a revival occurred in the 1970-80s
a part of a pan-Polyne ian force of solidarity and a ymbol
of cultural identity. Seeing tattoos can stir inner emotions:
we may be fascinated, repelled, or appalled by the sight of a
heavily tattooed per on. Regardle of our reaction tattoos
are, as Allen how, a type of "storyboard." They often are
deeply per onal and can reflect ocio-cultural-political val
ue , both in time and place.

It is certain that the practice of Hawaiian tattooing
reaches far into Polynesian prehistory. Tattoo needle have
been found in archaeological assemblages in most Polyne
sian island societies. Tattoos can be both secular and a
credo The proce s of tattooing was and is as important a the
placement and the type of de ign, and the act of marking a
body was as ociated with many rituals and carried out with
chant (92). Tattoo were traditionally placed, depending on
gender, on the upper arm , the tip of the tongue, leg ,
around body orifice ,the ole of feet, the palm of hand
and inside the eyelids (p 24). The leg of both exe were
tattooed (p 0). Women had their feet, face, and hands tat
tooed. The early type of motif, noted at the time of Cook's
visit (pp 88, 90-91) seems to have displayed a variety of
linear pattern, checkerboard, shark tooth, chevron, and zig
zag. Marching goat and western weapon motifs were e pe
cially popular by the 1820s. According to Allen, Jacques
Arago, the friendly official arti t on Uranie, a French hip
that vi ited the island in 1819, made the best and the large t
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number of early drawings. Urged by the local women,
Arago wa tattooing whimsical motif: on the Hawaiian la
dies. Chiefte Ka'ahumanu, supposedly the favorite wife
of chief Kamehameha, had a hunting hom placed on her
derriere (p 24-25).

A the author demonstrates, under tanding the system
of symbolic meaning of tattoos is problematic, but some
inference can be made. They may how a political affilia
tion or a ocial relationship among people (p 91). It might
be a mark of sub ervience (p 82) or a fonn of torture where
eyelids were turned in ide out and tattooed (p 83).

On a more personal level, tattoos might erve a a pro
tective device, uch a a chann against sharks (pp 90-91).
Tattoo often functioned as a genealogy account and
showed de cent from a common ancestor (p 86). They iden
tified an individual as being part of a village (p 85), or
devotees of the ame god (p 86).

Perhap the display of mourning and the act of sorrow
are be t known in the literature. It was common that many
Hawaiians, in sorrow over chief Kamehameha's death, tat
tooed hi name and death-date on their arm .

Allen' research is well done and 1 only have a few
complaint. Agio sary would have been helpful to reader
not familiar with Hawaiian term and I feel that the author's
criticism of Alfred Gell' work was, perhaps, a little har h,
considering that Gell' work wa ba ed on library re earch
only and had a different focu , plus the difficultie of doing
research on Polynesian tattooing practices.

Although much ha been written about both ancient
and contemporary tattoo practices, this publication to my
knowledge, i the only one that connect ancient Hawaiian
tattoo practice with contemporary tattoo practices. Allen'
book is a visual treat and a delight to read; the layout i
attractive with ample illustrations and there is an extensive
bibliography. Her book is a welcomed addition to Polyne
sian literature.

Barrow, Terence. 1979. The Art ofTahiti and the Neighbor
ing Society, Austral and Cooks Islands. London:
Thame and Hud on (Figure 39, pp 36).

Gell, Alfred. 1993. Wrapping in Images, Tattooing in Poly
nesia. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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THE JOURNAL OF iSLAND AND COASTAL ARCHAEOLOGY i a
new scholarly periodical that is likely to be of intere t to a
good part of the RNJ readership. When the orwegian Ar-
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chaeological Expedition ftf t landed on Rapa UI In 1955,
ub urface archaeology wa till a novelty in I land Oce

ania. In the half century ince, archaeological research has
virtually exploded in the region. Unfortunately, this expo
nential increa e ha not been met by a corre ponding in
crease in the ranks of peer-reviewed journal available to
publish the re ulting re earch. Academic re earcher and
graduate students in particular need uch outlets in order to
meet their professional requirements, which is one of the
main reasons that RNJ it elf i now completing it own
transition to full peer-reviewed status. What makes the
Journal of Island and Coastal Archaeology unique among
exi ting periodical i that it focus i categorical rather
than regional. Thi will make it e pecially valuable to
graduate student who need extra-regional data for compari
son in their theses. As one of the editors i a recent PhD, the
awareness of that need may have been part of the impetus
for the creation of thi journal.

The journal is edited by Scott M. Fitzpatrick, orth
Carolina State University, and Jon M. Erlandson, University
of Oregon. The Univer ity of Oregon has had a strong pro
gram in Pacific i land archaeology for some time, led by
William S. Ayres, who will be familiar to RNJ readers for
hi work on Rapa ui with William Mulloy. Fitzpatrick
received his PhD from the Univer ity of Oregon in 2003. As
a graduate student, he excavated Yapese tone money quar
ries and recovered ome of the earlie t human remain
known from Island Oceania in limestone caves on Palau.
Together, Fitzpatrick and Erland on make a dynamic com
bination to shape the Journal of! land and Coa tal Archae
ology into an important force within the discipline.

The first issue commences with a brief (2 pp.) address
from the editor: "The Archaeology of Islands and Coast
lines," followed by a longer paper titled "Oceans, I lands,
and Coa ts: Current Per pective on the Role of the Sea in
Human Prehi tory." The two editors hare author hip for
both; together the two pieces outline the journal's editorial
direction. Even more importantly, they represent a mani
festo of sorts, for Fitzpatrick and Erland on are of course
not ju t launching a new journal: they are effectively pio
neering an entire sub-discipline of archaeology.

The archaeology of island and coastal environment i
one of several important areas of the di cipline that have
been marginalized during a generation of often ego-driven
debate between the theorists of processualist and post
processuali t archaeologies. Other uch areas, including the
tudie of religion, diffusion, and the role of women in pre

hi tory, are also beginning to reclaim their proper places.
Ironically, during this ame period, researchers in the so
called hard ciences were increa ingly drawn to islands and
coa tlines a real-world laboratorie due to the unique com
bination of i olation and contact zones they offer. In fact,
the e very environments played a central role in the birth of
ecology as a science earlier in the 20th century. As the edi
tor write in the fir t part of their manife to: "It has become
clear through decade of re earch that tbe e environments
hold vital clue to the under tanding of how human devel-
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oped socially and biologically through time, a well a the
impact our ance tor have had on the e unique and diver e
ecosystem ."

In the second and longer part of their introduction
Erland on and Fitzpatrick identify eight i ue in island and
coa tal archaeology that they feel are currently driving the
field and generating the mo t interesting and important re
search questions. As these issues are central to the reader'
under tanding of their mission, 1 will include their entire Ii t
below:

I) the antiquity of island and coa tal adaptation and
maritime migrations;

2) variation in marine or coa tal productivity;
3) the development of pecialized maritime technolo

gie and capabilitie ;
4) underwater archaeology and drowned terre trial

land capes;
5) cultural re ponses to insularity, isolation, and cir

cumscription;
6) cultural contacts and historical proces es;
7) human impacts and historical ecology in i land and

coastal ecosystem ; and
8) the conservation and management of i land and

coastal sites.
Obviously, every one of these i sues is important not

only to the archaeology of the island that i RNJ's own rai-
on d 'etre, but to it future survi al a well. Thi i true for

many other region as well, as the editors point out how
events like Hurricane Katrina and the A ian t unami ha e
focu ed the world' attention on coa tal settlement and
human-marine interactions. Such events even have a direct
impact on our study of prehistory, instantaneously destroy
ing some archaeological sites, wIllIe expo ing tho e previ
ously unknown.

Erland on and Fitzpatrick go on to di cus each of the
issue in ome depth, outlining its rele ance and pointing to
example of both previous and current re earch to explain
that topic's significance. Although they identify their treat
ment of the i sue a "illustrative rather than exhau tive,"
this paper hould provide a valuable cornerstone to the de
veloping di cipline, and it bibliography alone will likely
prove to be a boon for more than one struggling graduate
tudent.

It will be intere ting to see how this list evolves over
time, as some issues increase in importance, new issue
appear, and others diminish in relevance or even disappear.
If they disappear because researcher have adequately an
swered the questions they represent, inevitably engendering
new questions in the process, then the Journal of1 land and
Coastal Archaeology will likely have played a role in pro
viding tho e answer, or at lea t a forum for their publica
tion and re iew. A the editor conclude: "we mu t develop
a new body of theory to guide us in understanding and in
terpreting the role of oceans, i lands, and coa ts in human
history." Thi 'new body of theory" needs a vehicle for
pre entation and they have provided u with it.
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The first issue of the Journal of Island and Coastal
Archaeology contains five papers in addition to the two
piece ju t described (a econd, larger issue with 10 papers
ha just been publi hed). RNJ readers will likely find the
flf t of the e, "Islands of Exile: Ideological Motivation in
Maritime Migration," by Atholl Anderson, of particular
intere t. Anderson, of the Au tralian National University, is
a leader in Polynesian archaeology and who will be familiar
to many here, and "Islands of Exile" is a model ynthesis of
ethnographic, historical, and even literary source - the ort
of paper worth sharing with tho e who claim that cientists
cannot write. Ander on' command of history and hi abil
ity to draw effectively on literary sources from Aldous Hux
ley to Jonathan Swift give his paper the gravity of ome
thing written in an earlier century when the world wa
mailer and it still seemed as if all human knowledge could

be encompassed by a single scholar' mind. There is noth
ing stuffy or archaic about Ander on' writing though: hi
prose is lively, hi argument trong, and hi idea cutting
edge. It is not difficult to ee why the editors decided to
lead off with his paper after their own introduction.

Ander on defllle exile a "compelled movement away
from a parent ociety by a minority of it member as indi
vidual or a group ," and he po e the question as to
whether exile can "help to explain variation in the archae
ology of prehistoric East and South Polynesia." He begin
by drawing on historical examples from apoleon Bona
parte to Alexander Selkirk, whose elf-imposed exile on one
of the island of Juan Fernandez made him the model for
Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, to massive penal colonies uch
as Devil' I land. He then consider "what pre-indu trial
i lander thought about their own origin ," searching exam
ple from both Icelandic sagas and Polynesian traditions for
"as umption about the colonizing impetus that sounded
piau ible to the traditional listener." [t i e pecially interest
ing that Anderson compares Viking and Polynesian oral
tradition here, rather than making the smt of tired analo
gie between the two cultures' navigational skills that we
have seen dozens of times before. This sort of in ightful and
original approach pervades Anderson's paper, as it he re
peatedly a ks que tions and draws answer that seem as if
they should have been obviou a generation ago, but some
how weren't. Ultimately, he sugge ts that exile and coloni
zation in Polyne ian prehi tory may have had religiou mo
tivations, and that religious architecture, in the case of Rapa

ui, or the lack thereof, as in ew Zealand, may be the key
to understanding the motivation behind ome of these
movement.

The other four papers, which include research on Oki
nawa Me opotamia, and South Africa may be of less obvi
ou intere t to the RNJ reader, but the penultimate paper,
"Obsidian Traffic in the Southea t Papuan I lands" by J.
Peter White and everal other, will reward the attention of
the archaeologist, given the importance of obsidian to Rapa

ui prehistory and its tudy.
Although there are no paper pecifically on Rapa ui

in this fir t issue, the island is mentioned repeatedly, for
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in tance in the introduction, where the editor refer to it in
their di cussion of "cultural re pon e to insularity, isola
tion, and circum cription," as an example of what Marshall
Sahlin called "exotic eff1orescence," in which "specialized
knowledge by a group inhabiting a place with limited re
source was channeled into a productive system" - i.e.
monolithic architecture and statuary. They go on to make an
analogy with comparable prehistoric indu tries on Malta.
Not surpri ingly, given the relevance of the Hotu Matu'a
story to hi the is, Ander on al 0 mention Rapa ui in hi
paper. Becau e 0 many factor make the prehistory of
Rapa ui central to the study of island archaeology - it
extreme isolation, its spectacular archaeology, its unu ual
and undeciphered writing sy tem - it i afe to expect that
the island will appear frequently in the page of the Journal
ofIsland and Coastal Archaeology, and that it is unlikely an
issue will go by without some discussion of Polynesian
prehistory. RNJ reader with either a professional or avoca
tional interest in archaeology will want to follow this jour
nal a well.

Ultimately, the ignificance of this new journal's ap
proach will not be 10 t on anyone who ha under tood the
message of Paul Bahn and John Flenley' cla ic Easter
Island, Earth Island. We all live on an island, and it is be
coming smaller each day. The solution that prehi toric peo
ples of the island and coasts employed to address the prob
lems of limited land and resources have relevance to us all.
We welcome the Journal of 1 land and Coastal Archae
ology as a valuable forum for under tanding these issues on
a global scale.
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Reviewed by Steven Roger Fischer

"BOOKS WILL SPEAK PLAIN WHEN CO SELLaRS blanch,"
penned Engli h philo opher and tatesman Francis Bacon
nearly four centurie ago, a bold advocate of plain, hone t,
forthright writing. Ye , it ha forever been a penchant of the
wi e and true. But alas, plain speaking has all too often
been wanting in cholarship. WIlen it appear - a here with
Maria Eugenia Santa Coloma's popular ver ion of her doc
toral thesis - its gentle hone ty not only delight ... it
thrills.

For nearly a decade - that is, through the 1990 and
into the early 2000s - Santa Coloma, former biologist
turned social anthropologi t, teadfa tly pur ued her Uni
versity of Barcelona doctoral the i investigating modem
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